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The Art of Wrestling
Author: George De Relwyskow
Publisher: Gale & Polden
Date of Publication: 1925
Price  2/-

A real journey back in time. 

A textbook  of  wrestling  by  the  great  Olympian  wrestler,  George  F  de  Relwyskow.
Relwyskow was lightweight champion of the world and principlal wrestling instructor in the
Army. On his return to England in October, 1918, George was posted to Aldershot as an
instructor in the Army system of wrestling, which he invented himself. It was this style of
wrestling featured in George's manual "The Art of Wrestling," published in 1925. In 1924
George was appointed trainer to the British Olympic Games team in Paris in 1924.He was
a man eminently qualified to write such a book.

The Art of Wrestling contains a unique collection of photographs of the holds of wrestling.

Occasionally available second hand from the likes of Amazon and Abe Books.

Allan Best:
This is one for the collector.The basic principles that Relwyskow explains and illustrates
are still valid but wrestling,both pro.and amateur have moved on and both are much faster
moving.  Still no collection should be without one, but at around £50 for a good copy you
really need to be keen.
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Ask Him Again Ref!
Author: Dale Storm
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform
Date of Publiation: 2014

For twenty years Ayr's Andy Bryden was one of the most successful of Scottish wrestlers,
a middleweight champion who was part of the British wrestling wrestling as Dale Storm.
Heritage forum favourite Dale   wrestled some of the biggest names in the business until
his career was brought to an  abrupt and tragic end one night at Hamilton Town Hall in a
contest with Peter Preston, the man who a few years earlier had sensationally defeated
the  unbeaten Mick McManus on television. 

The severe spinal injury and months of surgery would have defeated lesser men, but  with
Andy's determination and courage  he went on to pursue a theatrical, television and film
career as an actor, producer and writer. Whilst he grappled with the trials and tribulations
of celluloid  Andy's memories of grappling during a golden age when millions watched
every Saturday afternoon on television were never far away. 

They were days on which Andy looks back with great fondness, not least because his
wrestling activities allowed him to meet his wife Lilian, a former lady wrestler.

Andy possesses the ultimate credentials for writing "Ask Him Again Ref!" having not only
wrestled  for two decades but also promoted tournaments around Scotland and training
youngsters at his Mossblown village gymnasium in preparation for their own wrestling
careers.  "Ask  Him  Again  Ref!"  allows  wrestling  fans   the  opportunity  to  become
reacquainted with Scots favourites Big Ian Miller, The Viking,  Bruce Welch, Mad Mike
O'Hagan, Andy Robin and Jim McKenzie as well as television favourites George Kidd,
Les Kellett and Jackie Pallo. 

It's a good natured book that is generous with praise for those who deserve it but pulls no
punches where Andy considers it  is required. Wrestling fans who think all  the secrets
have already been revealed are in for a surprise, as Andy explores the world of  the
squeeze,  the  strength  and  the  blade  job,  not  to  mention  the  antics  he  and  his
contemporaries got up to outside the ring.
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Big Daddy's Wrestling Book
Publisher: Anglia County Press
Date of Publication: 1980

To be honest this was not a book with which we were familiar until it was brought to our
attention by Heritage reader, Kenny. Fans of the big man might also look out for the Bid
Daddy Annuals of 1983 and 1984.

We'll leave it to Kenny

Kenny:
This  book  consists  of  100  pages  and  details  at  great  length  the  history  of  Big
Daddy/Shirley Crabtree from his upbringing in the slums of Halifax to his first match at 17,
through his national service and how the Big Daddy phenomenon took off. 

There are references in the book to such greats as Bert Assirati and Jack Pye and what
Daddys thoughts on these men were and also all of the stars of the 60s 70s and 80s. 

There are over 80 photographs in both black and white and colour of all of the stars over
the last 40 years and also private family photographs (how many of you grapple fans can
remember when Brian Crabtree was a wrestler, well to prove it there is a picture of all
three Crabtree brothers ready for a match) as well of photographs of Daddy when he was
a 19 year old slimmer version going under the name of Shirley Crabtree, the Battling
Guardsman and also the Blond Adonis.

Also published: Big Daddy Annual 1983 and Big Daddy Annual 1984.
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Billy Riley - The Man, The Legacy
Author: Stephen Greenfield and Mark
DeCourcy  
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: November, 2014

This is an authorative story of the father of modern British wrestling, Billy Riley. 

The story of the man, his world famous Snakepit gymnasium and the enormous legacy he
left for wrestling around the world. 

At  times  when  reading  the  book  we  got  the  impression  that  the  authors  were  not
"wrestling men," there are some glaring oversights and errors that would not get by any
fan of the sport.

The authors  are,  howover,  researchers,  and thorough in  their  work.  The result  is  an
enjoyable and relaible account of the great man's life.

From the story of Riley's humble beginnings the authors go on to describe his rise to
international  wrestling  acclaim  with  many  newspaper  reports,  interviews  with  family
members,  friends  and  colleagues,   photographs  and  match  listings  provided  by  Ray
Plunkett.
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Blue Blood On The Mat
Author: Sir Atholl Oakeley 
Publisher: Stanley Paul
Date of Publication: 1971
Price £1.75

A book that covers the 1930s development and personalities of the All-In era. Take a look
inside for King Curtis, Norman the Butcher, Bulldog Bill Garnon, and surprised by those
who are overlooked.

Cards on the table are that we enjoyed this book and the counter-balance it provided to
all those who so often simply dismiss the1930s as a decade of ill repute. Nonetheless,
that is probably the only time the word balance will be used in respect of this title, as
balanced it certainly is not.  We would  direct readers to our own series, The Years of
Wrestling, which we believe gives a more balanced account of the decade.

The author  makes use of all 160 plus pages as an opportunity for his self-glorification.
Over the years many have questioned  many of the claims made by Oakeley, some of
which  led  to  a  humiliating  public  apology  to  promoter  Norman  Morrell  shortly  after
publication. Nonenetheless it does give a fascinating peak into an era of which we would
other know very little. Find it, buy it, and enjoy it (with a pinch of salt).

SaxonWolf:
An interesting  read  for  anyone  who  wants  to  know more  about  the  pre-war  days  of
Wrestling. Everything needs to be taken with a huge pinch of salt, peoples height and
weight are vastly inflated. The author claims that everything pre-war was above board
and that from the introduction of the Mountevans rules, everything was fixed! Be aware
that the majority of paperback versions are re-prints and the quality varies, my copy would
have repeated lines and paragraphs, the wrong names underneath pictures, etc. Not a
bad read for the scholar of British Professional Wrestling.
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Body Building for Everyone
Author: Lou Ravelle
Publisher: Pocket
Publication date: 1977 

A steroid free zone! 

This is body building of an earlier age, but it is a classic. It's a straight forward, tell it how it
is guide to getting the sort of body the rest of us dream about.

Lou Ravelle was a professional wrestler and editor of Wrestling World magazine.

Body  Building  for  Sportsmen  and
Athletes
Author: Lou Ravelle
Publisher: Stanley Paul
Publication Date: 1961
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Confessions of A Wrestler
Author: Martin R Gillott
Publisher: Mereo Books
Date of publication: February, 2014 

Here is the autobiography of Jackie "Glitterboy" Evans, and it was one worth waiting for. 

This is a book where the personality of the author, and his love of the wrestling business,
shines through every page. The story begins with schoolboy Martin deciding he wanted to
wrestle, encouraged by a teacher that playing goalie would teach him how to fall! The
story  of  Martin's  anticipation  of  watching  his  first  live  shows  will  bring  back  similar
memories for many. That wasn't even the beginning, as Martin recalls how he got into the
business, the wrestlers, promoters, the fans, and most frightening of all - the Landladies
from hell!

It's an enjoyable read that will introduce many readers to wrestlers with whom they have
until now remained unaware.

Duncan writes:
Back in Christmas 1975 my Mother gave me a copy of Jaws for a present. By the time the
Queen's speech was over in the afternoon I had read it! This morning I picked up my copy
of Confessions of a Wrestler from my local Waterstones in Eastbourne and guess what, I
have read it! 

Martin, this is a superb read from, dare I say it, a great journeyman wrestler with the gift of
the understatement. Never did catch you performing in my home town of Taunton but
would be fascinated who the lad from the town was who you fought in Plymouth. Look
forward to the next instalment and to all those who like a good read about our favourite
gane, this is the book for you.
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El   Bandito  -  The  Story  of  Orig
Williams
Author: Martyn Williams 
Publisher: Y Lolfa
Date of Publication: 2010

This is the story of  a man who was passionate about his family, his  friends, the wrestling
business and his beloved Wales. The memories of growing up in  Ysbyty Ifan, a village
where the people were resourceful, independent,  sombre, strangely shy, and extremely
Welsh, transports the reader to simpler times when life was hard but there was a real
community. 

The complex nature of Orig Williams unfolds through the pages. Here was a man who
was more than capable of despatching rough justice when necessary, and then recite
poetry to fellow wrestlers on the journey home. 

It is a book to be enjoyed not by wrestling fans alone, but by anyone with an interest in
the people we meet as we journey through life.

SaxonWolf:
An easy read and an interesting one, Orig's early life in Wales, his days doing National
Service, playing football, and then onto wrestling. A lot of the stories are "kayfabe" but
they are still worth a read.

Frank Thomas: 
Everybody, except his enemies! Loved Orig.

Attended a few of his shows whilst on holiday in wales. The book covers just about every
facet of Orig's life, which didn't seem to stand still for a second of his whole 70 plus years!
A riveting read on one of the true characters of our sport!
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Everybody Down Here Hates Me
Author: Pat Barrett
Publishers: Fleur Press
Publication Date: 1991

Irish Pat was the likeable heavyweight we cheered in the 1960s. Even in thos days Pat
was  a  globetrotter  and  settled  in  the  United  States.  Pat  can  tell  a  good  story,  and
Everybody Down Here Hates Me  is an entertaining collection of his tales from inside and
outside the wrestling ring; not just about Pat but the many people he has met along the
way. 

Names have been changed to protect the innocent, as they say, leaving readers  to have
fun identifying the likes of Gordon Nelson, Adrian Street and others.
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Finally Meeting Princess Maud
Author: Seamus Dunleavy and Shirley
Thompson
Publisher: Brewin Books 
Date of Publication: 2006

This is the intriguing life story of a man who was, amongst many other things, a big name
wrestler of the 1960s; it is not a book about wrestling.  Seamus Donlevy was a name
known around the wrestling halls of Britain as a hard no-nonsense heavyweight. He was
also a man who journeyed from humble origins in the Republic of Ireland to create a
successful business empire, with tactics just as hard as those he employed in the ring. 

The story is of a teenage Irishman, with none of life's advantages, making his way in
England at a time when he needed all the ruggedness  inherited from his County Mayo
childhood. It's a well woven tale that keeps the reader's interest to the end. 

At  the  end  of  the  story,  compellingly  told  by  Birmingham author,  Shirley  Thompson,
readers  are  left  in  admiration  of  a  man  who  has  clearly  achieved  so  much  through
determination and hard work. 

Fit In Three Months
by Lou Ravelle
Publisher: Four Square
Publication date: 1965

Lou Ravelle knows the questions to ask. Fortunately he knows the answers too, and in
his mid eighties in good physical and mental health he is a living testament of his  own
teaching.
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"Forgotten Memories:  The Pros and
Cons of British Wrestling" 
Author: Tony Francis

Not Yet Published (April 2017)

Following in the footsteps of Adrian Street, Eddie Rose and Dale Storm another star of
the wrestling ring has turned  his attention to documenting the golden days of wrestling.
These are the memories of  a man that shared a ring with  the biggest  names in the
business, including Jack Pye, Big Daddy and Mike Marino.

Blackpool's Tony Francis is getting ready to share his memories of the ring in a book that
promises "Astonishing tales of mysteries and mayhem," an appropriate by-line for a man
who also enjoyed the notoriety the mysterious masked man El Diablo.

"Forgotten  Memories:  The  Pros  and  Cons  of  British  Wrestling"  is  currently  in  the
production stage, but should be ready to make an appearance in this year's Christmas
stockings.

As Tony walks  through his  home town of  Blackpool  he  passes the  Pleasure  Beach,
Central Pier and Blackpool Tower, just a few of the dozen venues he recalled some time
ago in our Talk Wrestling Forum. Now he's decided it's time to get the memories down on
paper, for the enjoyment of others and to keep the old days alive.
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From International  Wrestler  to  Pubs
and Punters
Author: John Kincaid 
Publisher: Author House
Date of Publication: 2009

This book takes over where Johnny Kincaid's earlier volume left off, at the tail  end of
Johnny's wrestling career. At the end of the first book Johnny wrote, "But life does go on
after wrestling, maybe not as exciting, but in my case just as interesting.." 

The second book tells the story of just how interesting as Johnny tells more yarns about
life as a publican. Once again life wasn't wihout difficulties for Johnny, but as always he
turns every problem into an opportunity and looks on the bright side of life. There's no
room for depression or misery in Kincaid's world, just more uplifting stories of the kid from
Battersea who did well for himself.

Grand Slam 
Author: Lou Ravelle
Publishers: Kindle

Grand Slam is a novel about the wrestling world that was known by professional wrestler
Lou Ravelle. The fictional account of a seedy, gangster ridden world is based on real life
characters  who  you  might  just  recognise.  Twenty  years  in  the  ring  give  Lou  the
credentials to write it how it is. Be warned. This book is not everybody's cup of tea. Others
have exposed wrestling's secrets, but no one has shattered the illusion quite as ruthlessly
as Lou Ravelle.
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“BBCTV GRANDSTAND SPORT” (Pages118 to 123).
Author: BOB FINDLAY (SportsEditor, The Daily Sketch).
Edited by David Coleman and published by Vernon Holdings & Partners Ltd, London,
circa1962.
Heading: Wrestling is not All-In.

Palais Fan writes ....
The winter of 1962/63 is often remembered for being very cold for a long period. In the
south the snow fell on Boxing Day (I was at the Crystal Palace v. Millwall football match
that day, and froze) and the thaw didn't  arrive until  March. But it wasn't only the cold
weather that is set firm in my memory from that particular winter; my Dad had made my
Christmas by giving me the BBC Grandstand Sport book I coveted.

By the age of 11, I was a sports nut and devoured all the sports books, TV and radio
programmes,  I  could  access.  During  that  football  season,  I  had  become  a  regular
spectator at Stamford Bridge, to watch Chelsea FC, and on Thursday evenings you would
find  me,  accompanied  by  my Dad,  at  The  Wimbledon  Palais  watching  the  greatest
wrestlers of the day. Imagine my delight therefore, when I found that the BBC Grandstand
Book my Dad had given me, surprisingly contained a feature on Professional wrestling.

Why would a book celebrating the BBC's most iconic sports programme, include a feature
about ITV's most watched sport?

You may well ask! 

Greetings Grapple Fans
Author: John Lister
Publishers: Kindle
Publication date: 2012

As would be expected from a respected professional journalist Greetings Grapple Fans is
a well-written book covering British wrestling from the Heritage years to the present day. It
is certainly no comprehensive and coherent history of wrestling because it is not intended
to be. It is a collection of enjoyable, short, disconnected articles that appeared on the
Fight Network website around 2007-08. The subjects featured are wide ranging and are
not covered in any great depth, but this does not detract from the enjoyment of the book.
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Gym Biz:  Starting and Running Your
Own Gym For Profit
Author: Lou Ravelle 
Publisher: Musclemag International
Date of Publication: 2000

Ex wrestler Lou Ravelle shares his expertise and experience of running a gym in this
highly acclaimed book that takes you through every aspect of running a gymnasium.
The only criticism we've heard of this publication is of an American bias, but Lou ran a
gymnasium  in  London  for  many  years,  and  the  Amazon  reviewers  agree  it's  full  of
practical advice for anyone running a gymnasium.

Headlocks & Handbags
Author: Archie Potts 
Publisher: Black Cat Publications
Date of Publication: 2005

We guess, and offer every apology to the author if we are wrong, that Archie Potts is not
first  and  foremost  a  professional  wrestling  fan.  He  is  an  accomplished  author  and
historian, with a passing interest in wrestling,  who has thoroughly researched the subject
of this fascinating book, the history of wrestling at New St James's Hall. The one criticism
we have heard of this book is that this could be the story of wrestling in any provincial
hall. Whilst that is to some extent a  valid comment, it does miss the point of what is a
very enjoyable book that documents,  albeit  superficially,  the development of  post war
wrestling through the procession of wrestling characters that appeared at the New St
James Hall right up to closure in 1968. En route Archie produces some real gems, photos
of Les kellett refereeeing, Bert Royal as a masked wrestler, and evocative clipplings.
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I Only Laugh When It Hurts
Author: Adrian Street
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: 2012

Adrian's  "journey  of  a  lifteime"  continues  as  the  boy  arrives  in  London.  It's  a  big,
sometimes lonely city, but never one short of action whenever Adrian is around. The book
demonstrates Adrian's determination to make it big in the wrestling world. There were
many  that  ridiculed  his  dreams,  but  their  derision  only  added  to  his  persistance  to
succeed.  Adrian  tells  the  story  of  his  preparation  for  a  life  on  the  mat  up  to  his
professional debut and early days working for the independent promoters. 

Dale Storm:
I took it on holiday recently and I just couldn't put it down. I thought it was terrific! As well
as being one of the best operators ever. He's a great observer of life and a very funny and
intelligent guy. As Eddie says he was indeed a joy to work with and I too have very fond
memories of many wonderful encounters. In my opinion him missing from our Television
Screens laterly compounded and hastened the demise of The British Style. 

SaxonWolf:
Adrian Street Esq., is a born story teller, he has a grasp of dates, facts and figures that
mean either he has a great memory or he took copious notes in his diaries. All of his
books should be required reading for any fan of the Golden Age of British Wrestling.
Adrian's story continues with his early days in London, training with amateur wrester's,
weight  lifting,  and getting bookings on the independent  circuit.  As with  all  of  Adrian's
books, there of plenty of funny stories and laugh-out-loud moments. As I said, required
reading!

Hoodedpoet:
I've read two of the Street biographies: this one and "Sadist in Sequins." I admire Street's
insistence on telling his story in his own words. Grammatical purists might wince, but he's
not hiding behind a ghostwriter! The man led such an eventful life, it's amazing he has
survived to a ripe old age. What comes over is his determination to make it, for all the
setbacks and rejections. Anyone who has heard him interviewed will know what to expect
here. Street gives respect where it's due, but he is blunt in his criticism. After all, this is
the man who must have outraged Big Daddy fans when he described Shirley thus: "If you
pushed him on his arse, he'd make himself sick trying to get up. The worst thing that ever
happened to British wrestling." So enjoy the read, but you have been warned!
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If - The Pat Roach Story
Author:  Pat  Roach  with  Shirley
Thomson
Publisher: Brewin Books
Date of Publication: 2002

Birmingham wrestler Pat Roach told his story to local author Shirley Thomson.  The result
is an entertaining and enjoyable book that covers all aspects of Pat's life from childhood
to the fame of the wrestling world, films and television. For us the wrestling memoirs were
naturally the best bit,  but the stories from the world of  film and television are equally
riveting. A great tribute and memorial for the late Pat Roach. 

Imagine What I Could Do To You
Author: Adrian Street
Publishers: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: September 2013

Adrian's life story and we enter the 1970s. Adrian may well still be on the up, but things
aren't  looking  too  bright  for  some  parts  of  British  wrestling.  Adrian  faces  up  to  the
challenges of life at the top in his own inimitable style. No longer is Adrian left to face life's
greasy pole alone; now he has the Lovely Linda in his corner as he comes face to face
with the wild women of British wrestling.
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Kendo Nagasaki Grapple Manual
Author:  Rob Cope
Publisher: Weidenfeld and Nicolson 

This  is  a  very  colourful,  well  illustrated  book  containing  dozens  of  pen  portraits  of
wrestling stars from both sides of the Atlantic, with an introduction by the masked man
himself.
The book contains short biographies that will interest fans of both the American style and
traditional British wrestling.

Hardened fans are unlikely to find any new revelations, but that in itself is not a criticism
as those who did purchase the book certainly found it enjoyable, if the Amazon website is
anything to go by.

SaxonWolf:
When I heard that the book was coming out, I thought that it may be the autobiography
we have all been waiting for. Alas not, and as the review on this great web site says, the
book is unlikely to unearth some nugget of information not already known. Thumbnail
sketches of famous British and US Wresters basically.
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Memoirs of a TV Wrestler
by Roger Green
Publisher: Kindle
Date of Publication: 2013

Roger Green recalls his days as a professional wrestler, telling the stories of the men he
encountered along the way. Roger's journalistic background ensures that the book is well
written, a quality often missing from e books. It's an enjoyable and nostalgic saunter down
memory lane which will bring back many happy memories for those who were actually
there.  Anyone with an interest in wrestling through Wrestling Heritage and similar sites is
likely  to  learn  very  little,  but  we  felt  the  story  of  Dave  Larsen's  attempted  amorous
adventure alone makes it worth the small price asked for this Kindle only edition.

Merchant of Menace
Author : Adrian Street
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: 2015

As this is the seventh of Adrian's books most readers will know exactly what to expect.
The stories get no less enjoyable as Adrian tells the story of trials and tribulations in
America both inside and outside the ring, including his biggest battle of all.
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The Mick McManus Wrestling Book
Author : Charles Arnold
Publisher: Pelham Books 
Date of Publication: 1970

If the name McManus on the cover was intended to attract us fans  then it worked. It
worked and we didn't complain because this was an enjoyable book fronted by the man
we loved to  hate.The scene was  set  with  an  exhilarating  opening chapter  about  the
McMmanus Pallo feud, before getting down to the serious business of wrestling with a
chapter devoted to George Kidd. The remainder of the book was constructed like any
great wrestling event taking our emotions up and down telling a story of those we loved
and loathed, the ones that fled from the reds, the outsizers and gamblers galore. This was
a well produced book written by an authorative and knowledgeable author. _

Minding My Own Business
Author: Tony Walsh and Neil Humber
Publisher: Hodder & Stoughton

Tony Walsh is well remembered by wrestling fans of the Heritage site. He was one of our
six inaugural Shining Stars in The Epitome of an Unsung Hero. Once the good old days of
wrestling were over things could get better for Tony, and in "Minding My own Business" he
tells the story of his transition from professional wrestler to succesful businessman. It's an
amazing  and  enjoyable  journey culminating  in  Tony's  ownership  of  a  huge  nationally
renowned security firm. We recommend this book to find out about the man behind (or
beneath) the Big Daddy splash
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My Pink Gas Mask
Author:  Exotic Adrian Street  
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: 2012

When we read Adrian Street's "My Pink gas Mask" how could we possibly have imagined
where it was all going to end. We now know that this book is the first of seven, at least.
Here is a man with energy.

This is the story of how the boy became the man. Adrian Street begins the telling of the
story of how he achieved his dreams from his home in the Welsh hills of wartime Britain.
It's a great story, told in the entertaining and informative style we have come to expect
from Adrian. 

One word of warning. This is the first of a series of Adrian's acclaimed books, and  as
such tells the story of his life before he became a professional wrestler. This is not strictly
a wrestling book; it's a book about growing up in wartime and post war Britain; a book
about  life  itself.   Nonetheless,  it's  an important  story and to  fully understand how he
became the man he did we recommend that you begin the journey with the Pink Gas
Mask and meet the characters and events that shaped this flamboyant personality.   

Saxonwolf:
I am about three quarters of the way through book one, and I am enjoying it, although I
would  say  as  a  word  of  warning  to  any  potential  buyers,  that  this  book  is  mainly
concerned  with  Adrian's  young  life,  growing  up  in  Wales  and  not  much  to  do  with
wrestling. To me it is fascinating; his dad's dreadful time during World War 2, the local
characters  in  the  village,  Adrian  having  to  go  to  church,  and  his  fascination  (in  fact
obsession)  with  Native  Americans  (red  indians),  suits  of  armour,  weapons,  swords,
daggers and (at the part of the book that I am at now), women!
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Nothing Barred     
Author: Johnny Morgan
Publisher: Mayflower
Date of Publication:  May, 1968
(originally published in 1965)

Johnny Morgan had previously written The Square Jungle, based on his experience as a
professional boxer. In Nothing Barred he turns his attention to wrestling, and writes a
novel  about  the  corrupt  world  of  professional  wrestling.  Morgan  took  up  wrestling
following  his  boxing  career  and  opposed  Bert  Assirati  on  occasions.  This  is  a  gritty,
dramatic story far removed from the cheers of the fans down at the Shoreditch Town Hall.

Chris Newman:

“In Europe he stands alone, and there will never be another quite like him in the jungle
they call wrestling. But in that jungle there are no rewards for courage or skill or honesty.
He has bled in vain, he has no fortune, and no world title. I wonder how he feels deep
down inside when he sees the grappling clowns, the pseudo villains and the college boy
heroes drive by in their convertibles. And I wonder too, how he feels when the lights seem
dim and nights grow long”.

Not my own words, those above, I have to say (although I would have been very pleased
had I written them) but those of onetime pro wrestler, former pro-boxer & author JOHNNY
MORGAN.

The  segment  is  taken  from  his  novel  “Nothing  Barred”  first  published  in  1965  and
reprinted in Mayflower paperback 1968.

This short passage from the book is a beautifully descriptive piece of writing which in turn
gives us a stark reminder in novel form, of the seedier down-side of the grapple game.
This if  you strip away the glamour and cult trendiness of where Wrestling was in the
swinging sixties - when Morgan authored his novel.

Neither is the book extract -  describing the hero of this tale -  Johnny Steele. Johnny
Steele .... the quickest heavyweight in the business. One of those performers with the
kind of star quality which wrestling punters quickly latch on to.

No. The segment is talking about Aldo Gardini, Johnny’s manager/mentor, now aging and
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minus the loss of sight in one eye. Someone who was once considered the greatest - at
that time - even when past his peak.

Poignantly it sets the book’s tone.

One of a potential cycle of how grim things can become, when time and tide catch up - no
matter how good somebody is at what they do. It’s therefore a warning prophecy, begging
the  question  of  where  our  hero  Johnny  Steele’s  career  might  someday  be  headed,
forming the basis of our story.

Johnny has it  all  in the ring. Speed, skill,  toughness and crowd appeal  but becomes
disillusioned with the phony, sordid side of the wrestling-game, i.e. the mostly poor money
and facilities. Last but not least, the parasitic promoters who make their pile from the
blood of sometimes crippled wrestlers into the bargain.

For Johnny Steele, the last straw is when promoter Charlie Mandell sets him up to lose to
ultra tough Frenchman Anton Varas, who has been instructed by Mandell to take Johnny
out .... no matter how.

Mandell isn’t happy with how big Johnny Steele is becoming and the larger amount of
money needed to book him that will inevitably follow, the more successful he becomes.
However, Mandell also knows full well how the promoters in the wrestling business control
the match-making as well as the purse strings and can make or break a fighter. So he
arranges to bring Johnny down with the idea of having him scratched from his books.
“There’s always another wrestler like Steele comes along”, figures Charlie.

Luckily Johnny Steele does have 2 very important people in his life who care about him.
One is the aforementioned manager Gardini  and the other is his pro-dancer girlfriend
Gina. Steele is also his own man, more than capable of looking after himself.

It’s Gardini though that is fully aware of what the promoter is up to and warns Johnny that
the upcoming fight with Varas isn’t scripted to be his night. On realisation, and with anger
welling up inside him, Johnny sets out to turn the tables.

This though is only the beginning. Jaded with the wrestling game and physically sick and
tired of the constant pounding in the square circle, Johnny toys with the idea of making
some far easier money working for his one time, fellow boxing pal, Alala Cohen. Alala,
who once boxed as Al Con, and who Johnny describes as a “Looking Glass Fighter.”
Someone that is - who boxed so as not too get too badly hurt who consequently failed to
make the grade. He has however though, gone on to become a very sharp operator as a
confidence trickster.

Alala has set himself up in both an “Advertising Directory” racket - and also in the twilight
world of bent Greyhound racing. Al’ it seems is doing financially very nicely out of it and
wants  Johnny  involved.Johnny  can’t  believe  how  easily  Al  pulls  off  the  Advertising
Directory scam showing him all  the tricks to  easy money.  Steele is  also useful  to  Al
“hands-on” with his knowledge of the dog track - regarding bets, bookmakers, odds, lay
-offs, favourites, second favourites, fancied dogs and no hopers etc etc. He is also given
prior knowledge of the highly organised doping. Although of course it isn’t long before
Johnny’s movements attract the attention of the wrong people.
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In the meantime, all Aldo the manager wants is for his wrestler to go abroad where he has
negotiated a deal for Johnny to wrestle for top money. South Africa, where he can make a
real name for himself with a high level of wrestling ability - putting the two bit London
wrestling venues and the Charlie Mandell’s of this world well and truly behind him.

Meanwhile  Gina,  although  never  having  lost  the  stardust  in  her  eyes  of  a  possible,
glittering, big-time show biz career that has so far eluded her - fears for her man’s safety
from the outset. She immediately thinks Alala is an unstable loose cannon, who might go
on to prove for Johnny - to be very bad news.

As cool and shrewd a customer as Johnny is, the personal quandary is in which direction
does he take as our story progresses? Rich easy pickings - (with seemingly minimal risk)
- as a wheeler dealer? Or alternatively, becoming an International Wrestling Star?

Having primed you Heritagers or maybe whetted your appetites sufficiently, I wont spoil it
for any of you that may go on to become potential readers. That is if you should choose to
track down a copy of this relatively short 175 page, wrestling novel/crime drama.

I picked up a copy from ebay for four quid. Decent enough value.

It’s not for me a classic (perhaps it should have been) but not at all a bad read all the
same. The front cover of the paperback could have been better - I can’t quite figure it to
be honest - however the book is of it’s time, which adds to its charm. There’s also a nice
dedication to Bert Assirati one of Britain’s finest ever real life heavyweights on the usual
fly-page page at the beginning.

Odie The Terrible
Author:  Ztan Smith
Publication date: 2012

Odie The Terrible tells the story of a local miner who found fame as the wrestler mostly
remembered as Vince Apollo. It's a slim paperback tracing his life from childhood to the
present day. Along the way readers meet quite a few characters now long forgotten other
than by regular readers of Wrestling Heritage that is. 
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The Padded Ring
Author:  Tony Van Den Burgh 
Publisher: Mayflower Books
Date of Publication: 1962

The cover promised "The inside story of all-in wrestling," whilst the reality proved much
less dramatic or revealing. 

Wrestler Tony Van Den Bergh produced a workmanlike publication documenting wrestling
in Britain in the early 1960s, but the chances of him revealing anything new remained as
likely as McManus declaring his admiration for Pallo.

The 1960s wrestling phenomena is placed in a historical context that traces it back to the
ancient  Greeks and through the centuries to  the 1930s.  The chapter  "The Promoter"
provides a good background to British promoters, heavily weighted towards Dale Martin
Promotions and Paul Lincoln Management. 

The remainder of the book provides pen portraits of of the biggest names of the day, each
containing far more information than could be expected in your average magazine article.

An interesting book for those wanting to learn more of the period, but don't expect to be
told any secrets.
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Physical Chess
Authors:  Billy  Robinson  and  Jake
Shannon  
Publisher: ECW Press
Date of Publication: July 2012

The authority and the knowledge of the author means we must recommend this book. As
Billy has lived overseas for over forty years his comments are on a global scale and we
would have liked to have known more of what was going on behind the scenes in Britain
leading  up  to  his  departure.  The  story  of  how he  got  into  wrestling,  learning  at  the
Snakepit and the early years is of interest, but to tackle the rest of the world in this thin
paperback is just impossible.  Nevertheless, although there were many real gems that
gave us an insight into our beloved sport we found the chronology of the book confusing
and frustrating.  Yes we enjoyed it, how could we do otherwise? But after a long wait the
end result was disappointing. We'd still recommend you buying it though.

Allan Best:
Just finished reading "Physical  Chess".It  didn't  take long.Although full  of interest I  did
struggle with time scale as he jumped from era to era.On first flicking through I spotted a
photo  "Billy  Riley,Coach"  when,in  fact  it  is  Joe Reid  a  1932 Olympian from Leigh in
Lancashire,later a cracking good professional under the name "Jumping"Joe Reid. Enjoy
the book as we get so few.

Palais Fan:
I've read the book and like Allan, I was a bit disappointed with the way it's put together,
and  some  'iffy'  facts,  but  there  was  enough  of  interest,  to  make  it  worth  reading.  I
especially  liked  reading  about  his  trips  he  made  to  various  parts  of  the  world,  the
differences in wrestling culture he found and the comments he made about the wrestlers
he really respected, Rileys, Jack Dempsey,, Billy Joyce, George Gordienko etc.
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A Pictorial History of Wrestling
Author:  Graeme Kent  
Publisher: Spring Books
Date of Publication: 1968

This  was  the  grand  daddy of  wrestling  books.  No,  we  didn't  say  Big  Daddy,  this  is
Wrestling Heritage. In 1968 Graeme Kent wrote a book on wrestling unlike any we had
seen before. This one didn't regurgitate the usual stories of our television favourites but
told the story of wrestling from its beginnings at the dawn of civilization, through each of
the  great  empires,  the  regional  styles  of  Britain  and  America  and  into  the  twentieth
century. If all that sounds a bit stale then perish the thought. This was a well-researched,
well presented (very heavy) volume written in an engaging style that is worthy of many a
reading. 

Saxonwolf:
I first read this book back in the mid 70's in our school library and spent many a happy
lunch break looking at its pictures. I managed to buy a copy some years ago on eBay for
the princely sum of £2.50! It makes great reading and is of course full of classic pictures.

Alan Smith:
This is a fantastic work - I remember discovering it in a second hand shop, and totally
devouring it, especially the British section.  The account of the early years of the British
wrestling revival, and the farcical match with (?Paddy) Doyle make especially entertaining
reading.
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Pure Dynamite
Authors:  Tom Billington and Alison
Coleman
Publisher: Dynamite Kid Co.
Date of Publication: 1999

The life story of the Dynamite Kid makes absorbing and depressing reading. Absorbing
and thoroughly enjoyable as he recounts his youth and early years in the ring, depressing
to the point of tragedy as the story unfolds of the price he paid for the international fame
of the 1980s. Whilst this is largely an open and honest account of the opportunities and
pitfalls facing a very talented young wrestler we do feel that the author could be more
honest,  if  indeed  he  is  aware,  of  the  part  that  he  played  in  the  ill  fortune  that  he
encountered.

Chris Newman:
Anyone that may have read my earliest wrestling memories via this forum and or website,
will know that I was an early-bird wrestling fan from the dawn of the sixties but by mid-to
late sixties I’d mostly drifted away. I just didn’t want to believe that the likes of Logan or
Nagasaki  weren’t  actually  “that”  nasty  or  that  Vic  Faulkner’s  spectacular  drop-kicks
weren’t knocking the opposition half senseless. Couldn’t come to terms with the fact that
wrestlers  who’d  previously  been  beating  up  on  each  other,  were  car  sharing  or  the
communal mini-bus, for the sometimes long ride home. Or that they might go down the
pub together or whatever ...... as I hung my Christmas stocking ..... or put my tooth under
the pillow (well I was about 14 by then after all).

So  bear  with  me  for  a  moment.  Because,  although,  I  had  heard  of  Dynamite  Kid’s
legendary  exploits  -  I  had  first  myself  -  to  become  re-acquainted  with  the  “craft”
(wrestling). For I found myself somehow still fascinated by local billboards promising “live”
at the Pier or local  Civic Hall,  with  both the old stars and newer people I  had never
actually seen at the time. The likes of Rocco for example.

It has been those invaluable TV re-runs of the “super seventies” that came so hot on the
heels  of  the  “swinging  sixties”  that  helped  introduce  me  to  some  tremendous  “new
shooters” that were not around when wrestling first became massive. For at that time
fashionable vogue was all about Beatlemania, not Disco and Punk rock.

However, one of those 70’s re-runs is a great piece of wrestling history in itself. Strong
Man  Alan  Dennison  versus  a  certain  youngster:  A Wigan  flyer  calling  himself  “The
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Dynamite Kid”.

Now Alan Dennison was a tough cookie and wrestler of class and experience. But the
“Kid” wasn’t fazed at all by this, as cat-like he consistently landed on his feet countering
Dennison’s moves. Spectacular wrestling of one sort or another has of course been seen
before; be it Kidd or Cortez, Collins or Grey - but this was something different again. The
punters whether at home - or actually in the hall, must surely have sat bolt upright - as
one - during the action. Something special was going down and Alan Dennison would
have to be on his mettle to make sure it wasn’t him.

Clearly “The Kid “could look after himself physically too, which you would have to be able
to do, when confined to the square circle with the Herculean, mighty atom, Dennison.
I can’t remember if Tom or Alan got the verdict on that occasion, although I suspect the
latter, more experienced man, got the nod this time. None the less, Alan Dennison was
straight on the microphone afterwards saying, “I have never seen anything like that in all
my years in wrestling” etc.

Dynamite Kid was going to be - if not already – SPECIAL - and the British Wrestling public
were in for a treat.

For a business like wrestling, needs a shot in the arm every so often, in order to survive,
no matter how popular. And in those days it was huge. Britain though wasn’t to be treated
to The Kid’s amazing skills and inventive, spikey, toughness, for that long. For here was a
young man in a hurry.

The Crabtree family had a big “office hold” on British Wrestling in those days and Max
Crabtree promised young Tommy a pay rise. A rise in fact as an inducement to stay on
these shores Wrestle for “Joint” and not be lured away too soon by the distant call of
faraway places (in this instance Calgary in Canada). I assume Tommy didn’t spend Max
Crabtree’s “ONE POUND PAY RISE” all at once. Yeah - one "diddley squid" only. Hard to
believe isn’t it?

“RISE” ?? It should have been called “taking the rise”.

This  was the  impetus  Tommy -  originally trained here  by the  legendary Ted Betley -
needed - to up ringposts and fly to the land of The Maple Leaf. This - after enquiring if
Bruce Hart’s initial invitation (on behalf of his father Stu Hart) was still open?

Tom receives an affirmative and once ensconced in Canada, “Dyno” becomes a mainstay
of  Stu  Hart’s  “Stampede Wrestling”.  So the  legend of  “Dynamite  Kid”  begins  to  take
shape.
life is strange though. In how it periodically presents each and everyone with choices and
how it’s all  about making the right one. I  dunno about you, but I’ve never seemed to
possess  that  happy knack  myself.  Tommy Billington  though  was  always  destined  for
stardom. Wrestling was his particular profession and he was only going one way. All the
way to the top rope. For the wrestling ring was “very much” his domain and stardom
beckoned.

But it’s interesting that he initially hesitated (well he “was” still in his late teens) thinking at
first of not going to Canada after all, despite Stu and Bruce Hart’s overtures. This before
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finally heading overseas, where upon, he commenced carving success out for himself.
Neither was he at first that enamoured with wrestling in Japan via “Stampede” after his
first visit to the “Land Of The Rising Sun”. In fact initially, he was adamant he wouldn’t go
back.
However a tour switch to “New Japan” promotions and The Kid’s story really begins to
sprout wings.
For, “every great wrestler needs great opponents”. For neither combatant will look good
and be able to use the full extent of highly tuned technique - unless they are both working
properly. For Tommy that man was Sayama ... the true “Tiger Mask”.

Me, well I’ve never been to Tokyo - but I feel I’ve been there just a little bit - thanks to
Tommy Billington’s memories of his times in what must be a fascinating city and of course
there’s those wrestling crazy Japanese.

They - the Japanese promoters - and punters packing the halls – DEMANDED - a proper
show for their Yen. Therefore a fearless grafting talent like Tommy was gonna be a natural
- an absolute delight to them. Him and Sayama obviously more than fitted the bill and
their bouts became the stuff of Japanese wrestling legend. Something one hopes, will
never be forgotten.

Meanwhile back in England in the Wigan area - a certain Davey Boy Smith (wrestling as
Young David) was also beginning to cut his teeth in British wrestling rings. It doesn’t come
easy. Firstly,  Billington versus Dennison ....  and now also on TV ....  Smith versus Jim
Breaks. David acquits himself well against the championship quality of Breaks - the gritty
Bradford Lightweight. Breaks always came across as thoroughly unpleasant in his role as
of one of Brit Wrestling’s great heels - squealing and rule bending. Looking - ahem - more
rugged by the bout - pugilistic nose and cauliflower ears - all topped off with a pudding
basin looking hair style.

I reckon Jim must have been a right little hard nut in his particular schoolyard.

Like  Tommy  though,  Davey  Boy  comes  through  his  tough  apprenticeship  for  “Joint
Promotions”.

Ah !! .... and Davey Boy has something else going for him too. He just happens to be the
cousin of none other than The Dynamite Kid.

This new kid on the block also has talent. This leads to Tommy being the catalyst in taking
Davey Boy out  to  Calgary and as  a result  yet  another  wrestling legend is  born:-The
globally famous tag team “THE BRITISH BULLDOGS”.

Right down to their Union Jack wrestling tights and pet Bulldog Matilda going down to the
ring with them ... (bless her prolonged active life) ... these two were inevitably embraced
by what was then the WWF. This particular dynamic duo would become, either separately,
or in their tag-team, two of that organisations greatest ever stars. Now I’m not one at all
for American Wrestling, but they, Tommy & Davey, earned their right to fame and fortune
no question.

Unfortunately it’s not always harmonious - the family thing. That’s the same everywhere
let alone working in such close proximity with blood relations. It is I suppose how you deal
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with those kind of human tensions when they arise and even less easy when working
under a high pressure spotlight such as show biz or sporting entertainment. Wrestling in
the States at the time had colossal world-wide profile, via the exploits of WWF and the
other popular camp – WCW.

Tommy was obviously the skipper in the Bulldogs. A natural leader, with Davy Boy happy
to follow. Davey shared Tom’s love of pulling pranks and working jokes on fellow wrestlers
and Tom states clearly in  his  book that  the actual  wrestling “team-work”  side of  their
relationship was spot on. There is an absolute certainty in Tom’s overview of a “nothing to
touch us” summing up of the Bulldogs in Tag-Battle.

Sadly all things come to an end and after cataclysmic success the British Bulldogs end up
going their separate ways.

Tommy meanwhile undergoes a career threatening back injury in the ring. An injury so
bad, that no man had a right to come back from it. Especially, in one of the toughest
professions of them all .... that of Professional Wrestling.

Come back though he does,  until  a  few more years  down the line his  suspect  back
returns to haunt him with tragic consequences. Even then - Tom Billington a wrestler from
the tip of his once shaven head to the toes of his wrestling boots - is hopeful of corrective
surgery and is advised thus. One could not therefore even imagine how it must have been
for this most extraordinary of athletes, to be re-advised that there was nothing more, after
all,  that  could  done  to  Toms  badly  damaged,  scar-tissued  back.  Confinement  to  a
wheelchair was what was left.

Somehow though, even after the final suplex - I wasn’t surprised when I came to the end
of Alison Coleman’s gripping, grappling, page turner of  a book, that Tommy Billington
Professional Wrestler, would have done the same thing all over again in one of those
totally dedicated – “I wouldn’t have changed a thing” reflections. Here is someone that
gave everything he had to his profession and to the crowds that paid to watch him - and
that he in turn - was paid to entertain.

I would imagine Tom to be someone that would be fascinating to sit and talk with for a
spell.  Although, knowing his predilection for certain pranks - I’ll  make the coffee okay
Tom?
Joking aside, I hope within his retirement from the ring “The Dynamite Kid” is keeping
well. For this writer would have no way of knowing.

I very much recently enjoyed reading of your life and times Tom. It seems your halcyon
days were - just as the book title says ........ “Pure Dynamite”.
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Sadist In Sequins
Author: Exotic Adrian Street
Publishers: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: 2012

Adrian's wrestling services are in demand in northern England and on the continent as
part four of his autobiography take the always eventful  journey into the 1960s. Adrian
learns that  success doesn't  necessarily bring friends or admirers inside the business.
Outside the ring some of those with whom he crosses paths are also not the sort  of
people you would want to meet on a dark night. Then things begin to look up as Adrian's
frienship with the  Lovely Linda blossoms.  Adrian's dreams of a more personal kind come
true and Linda brings stability to his life, or at least tries to do! 

Eddie Rose:
It's the best book about professional wrestling in the UK that I have ever read. It's raw and
brutal in parts, fascinating and stimulating in others. For example, read about his long
feud with George Kidd, how he had running batlles with "Stiff" Cliff Belshaw or his brutal
encounters  with  Les  Kellett.  For  good  measure  he  gives  his  account  of  the
McManus/Preston TV fiasco and his opinions about a number of wrestlers, referees and
MCs. Never one to back down, Ada fires both barrels. Wrestlers and anyone connected
with the business will find so much of interest in this book as well as a peep behind Ada's
everyday life in the London of the Krays & Rachman. It's a book that will make you laugh,
grab your attention and move you to tears.

He grumbled like mad when Dale Martins partnered him in tag matches with my old friend
and mentor, Gentleman Jim Lewis, aka The Old Grey Rat, and he gives several insights
into how promoters operated, e.g. Dale Martins, Relwyskow & Green and dear old Jack
Atherton.

He reminded me of an incident in one of our bouts when, for once, I lost my temper when
Ada kissed me full on the lips whilst wearing horrible green lipstick. I chased him out of
the ring and out of  the hall  (Colne Town Hall)  ready to smash him to pulp.  We then
collapsed laughing in the car park and he said "Right then, Rose; race you back," and off
he went into the hall and back into the ring. The ref had sussed out what had happened
and was still counting as I got back in the rin, "..7...8". But Ada was always a pleasure to
work with, one of the best wrestlers and showmen of the Golden Age.
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If you want an honest opinion of what went on in the 60s.70s and ;80s buy his books.
Great reads all of them from a great wrestling figure.

Palais Fan:
The sections of the books where Adrian describes his wrestling exploits in the UK, once
again reminded me just how tough a business it was. OK so matches usually  had an
agreed,  promoter  led,  outcome  but  wow  did  the  guys  take  some  pain  for  the
entertainment of us punters. The high levels of skill, strength and toughness, of the guys
involved, also comes across clearly, from Ada's recollections.

I've read all 4 volumes and I found them interesting for all  the stuff about Ada's career
path, life-style and his memories of the wrestlers and promoters he fought and knew. I
have to be honest and say I could have done without so many of the descriptions of the
fights and scrapes he got into outside of the ring.

I will certainly buy volume 5, which I understand is on its way.

Sebastian:
I can guarantee that once you start these books, you won't be able to put them down!
They are a facinating read and give great insight into the world of Professional Wrestling.
One, I hasten to add, that we would never have had if Adrian Street hadn't taken the time,
energy, and effort to write them. I highly recommend them and I think you'll find that one
read through is not enough because they are so packed with information and substance.
Growing up I was always fascinated by what occured behind the scenes, but, of course,
there was no way for the average fan to have access to that. If you want to know how the
Promoter's, MC's, and Referees played a role, you need to read these books to learn this,
and much, much more!!

Saxonwolf:
I have read all the books and I can't say enough good things about them, Adrian Street is
such a great story teller, and very funny indeed, I could not stop smiling and laughing at
some of his antics (some of then should not be told on a public forum, especially the one
where he is in France with Bobby Barnes....), I really hope he writes more, as we are only
at the early 70's so far!
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Send In The Clowns 
Author: Eddie Rose
Publishers: Temple Design
Date of Publication: 2008

We have waxed lyrical of this book since publication and we are not going to change our
tune now. Here is a book that wasn't written; it was crafted. With love. Eddie Rose has
always declared that his memories of wrestling's golden days were written "for the lads,"
and it shows. 

Here are anecdote after anecdote that invite us to laugh along, but never at, those who
were involved. Readers are invited one moment to join Eddie smiling at the expense of
himself and colleagues, followed shortly by a poignant reminder of the dangers of the
sport, often ending in tragedy. 

Eddie's  entry  into  wrestling,  his  friendships,  career  memories  and  candid  views  on
wrestling promoters are all included. Eddie generously acknowledges the contribution of
others to his own success and the wrestling business. Whilst many of those remembered
were names familiar to all fans the author’s fondest memories and greatest tributes are
reserved for his extended family of wrestlers on the Northern independent circuit.  

Paul Mitchell:
I have just read the excellent Send in the Clowns by Eddie Rose who as well as being a
true gent is an excellent author, and by the way he wasn't a bad wrestler. Oh happy days
up Higher Bridge Street Bolton. Eddie's book captured not just the fun of the golden years
but also the profesionalism of the lads, and I look forward to the follow up.
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So Many Ways To Hurt You
Authors:  Exotic Adrian Street 
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of publication: 2012

Following a turbulent start the hard work pays off and Exotic Adrian Street makes it to the
big time in this third part of his autobiography. Life is still full of uphill battles for Adrian, but
in "So Many Ways To Hurt You" he turns full time professional and  is at last sharing the
ring with Mick McManus, Jackie Pallo and George Kidd. Full time professional maybe, but
Adrian still finds some ingenious and hilarious ways to supplement his wrestling income.
Once again Adrian shows that his ability to fight a good fight is bettered only by his ability
to tell a good story. This part of the story takes us through to the mid sixties, where we
discover the story has only just begun.

Bill Q:
I have just finished So Many Ways To Hurt You, which is so good that I readit in a couple
of hours, and am about to move onto Sadist In Sequins. Really takes me back to being a
big fan of wrestling in the 60's and 70's. An absolutely fantastic read, and also at times
brilliantly funny. 
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The Sheriff
Authors:  Ray  Robinson  with  Paul
Stenning 
Publishers: Ray Robinson Publishing
Date of Publication: 2013

Readers of Man of Steel will  have gathered just how much respect we have for Ray
Robinson. That respect was only enhanced after reading The Sheriff. This is much more
than the story of a man's survival and success in professional wrestling. It's the story of a
man's battle against everything that life has thrown at him, including a life threatening
illness. Whilst there's a fair bit to interest those wresting fans wanting to know about Ray's
career and encounters with the biggest names in wrestling this book is much more. It's a
life story about a man who has led a very full life, and continues to do so until this day.
  
Mark:
Ray Robinson is a good friend of mine and has an amazing story to tell.

Ray's life has not only been grounded in wrestling...but many other elements as well of
others as well;  including his boxing...battle with cancer and his amazing career in the
security business (ask any villain who has come up against Ray!). He is of legendary
status as a "real" hard man in North East Lincs/Humberside area. He also happens to be
a real "gentle man" of the "old school".

It is a great story - I interviewed him as part of my wrestling reunion feature 2 years ago
for the Grimsby Evening Telegraph "Bygones" 3 page feature. I was made very welcome
at his home by Ray and his wonderful wife Jean. I was going to originally write write Ray's
life story, but due to work commitments,etc, it became too much for me. I think this author
- Paul Stenning, has done  a fine job, though. (Wish he had included the "ring of steel"
story though. As Ray used to have a ring made of sheet steel set up on lunch breaks...he
would do flying jumps on to it...to scare all and sundry!)
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Sportsviewers Guide Wrestling
Author: Peter Bills
Publisher: David & Charles
Date of Publication: 1983

We have not read this book and would welcome a reader's review. John Lister wrote in
the Talk Wrestling forum, "Sportsviewers Guide WRESTLING (071538507) is from a 1983
series  looking  at  televised  sports  of  the  time.  An  independently  produced  book,  it’s
interesting to see explicit mention of a business decline in the years leading up to its
release."

Graham Bawden writes:
This was my first book on wrestling. Interesting reading with the origins of the sport, from
ancient times to modern day. The various holds are discussed along with features on the
top wrestlers of the time like Pallo, Street, Royal, Rocco etc. Good colour and black and
white pictures of all the in the ring action are a real plus. A great book, all the info you
need. So go ahead and read it grappling fans.
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The Stamp Collection
by Dennis Stamp with Chris Duke
Publisher: CreateSpace
Date of Publication: November, 2014

Chicago's Dennis Stamp  worked for the NWA and AWA in America and the Far East. A
good friend of Terry Funk Dennis wrestled some of the biggest names in the business.
Then came his biggest battle of all, surviving cancer. During his illness Dennis received
support from many in the wrestling business, but the dedication in the book thanks the
people of Scotland. Dennis shares his favourite stories from the wrestling world, including
Britain's  Billy  Robinson,  who  was  influential  in  his  early  days.  Many  will  remember
Dennis's appearance in the documentary "Beyond The Mat," in which he was referee of a
match involving his good friend Terry Funk.

Bradley Craig:
I am just writing a quick follow up to the excellent introduction Wrestling Heritage have
produced on this collection of short stories by Texas veteran Dennis Stamp. I had the
privilege of meeting Dennis at a recent Legends of Wrestling Q&A session promoted by
the SWE in Dundee, which also featured wrestling icons Marty Jones and Johnny Saint.
Dennis is the first to admit that he was never a top draw in the wrestling industry, but he is
widely considered a ring general who could elevate a match with almost any opponent.
So trusted was Stamp that he was hand-picked by Stu Hart as the first opponent of his
son Bret,  and he was one of  the veterans who helped develop the career of  Shawn
Michaels.

His book contains a number of diverse tales centred on the changing landscape of the
industry,  and  these  include  his  first-hand  accounts  of  his  brutal  training  under  Billy
Robinson,  who  operated  as  a  stern  locker-room  enforcer  as  well  as  a  top  star  for
Minnesota legend Verne Gagne in the AWA. Stamp also gives us a rare (but socially
important) glimpse into the racial tensions that unfortunately existed within the deep south
wrestling scene, as well as his fond memories of his greatest matches and friendship with
the famed Funk family. These are punctuated by short, comedic odes to the top stars of
his generation, from Harley Race, Hulk Hogan, and others. He also shares with us the
early inspiration he got from a young fan, whom he credits in his battle with cancer.

Stamp’s book is an honest and valuable glimpse behind the curtain during the glory days
of the National Wrestling Alliance territory system, which operated in the United States in
a similar way that Joint Promotions did in the United Kingdom.
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Don Robinson – The Story of a  High
Flier   
Author:  David Fowler
Publisher: Farthings Publishing
(Published in the USA by Lulu)
Date of Publication:  August 2014

This is the story of Don Robinson, business entrepreneur and philanthropist. Owner of
theme parks, soccer clubs, theatres, casinos, and a radio station. Don was also one of
the country's top independent wrestling promoters.

It's a well written and interesting book about an amazing man who has accomplished so
much during his life. David Fowler has drawn together a myriad of strands to write a
compelling story which is a fitting tribute to a man in his eightieth year at the time of
publication, and still launching new businesses in Eastern Europe.

It's  not a book about wrestling. Just one of the chapters is devoted to wrestling, and
considering everything else Don has done in his life that's fair enough. So, if you accept
that  it's  not  a  wrestling  book and want  to  read a fascinating  story about  one of  our
promoters (the man who promoted on the BBC) then this is a book you'll enjoy.
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They Called Him The Count
Author:  Ann Mackrory
Publisher: Vaizey Press
Date of Publication: 1988

Lesser fans of Count Bartelli would probably have found this book less praiseworthy than
we did. The book gives a thorough account of Geoff Condliffe's life from his childhood in
Crewe, nearly half  a century of  wrestling, to life following retirement.  The story of  his
boyhood, youth and early career is well detailed, as are some aspects of the wrestler's
personal life. So far, so good. The whole story, though, is disjointed and the sequence of
events at times difficult to follow. As for the seeming elevation of the wrestler to sainthood
on occasions we found that quite nauseating.

Chris Newman:
When I finally caught up with it - I did - let me say- enjoy the Count Bartelli book:- i.e. ...
“They Called Him The Count”. (Vaizey Press 1988). Flying above the mat ...and as the
Wrestling  Heritage  Editorial  have  previously  stated  -  I  would  totally  agree  that  the
background to Geoff’s life (Geoff Condliffe - aka - Jeff  Conda aka - Count Bartelli  Of
Crewe) is very well written and comprehensively covered.

For me - all the required elements are there, including time spent “getting some in”, in the
Army. The forces themselves love someone as driven, enthusiastically and talented as
Geoff  when it  comes to sport.  For with any of the Services and the huge amount  of
sporting-pride that goes step by step with the military march - Geoff Condliffe was always
going to be a shoo-in.

The author  Ann Mackrory also commands great  respect  for  writing so lucidly and so
thoughtfully - with great empathy, when talking of Geoff ultimately losing his second wife
Ruby through terminal illness. Tragedy such as this, always brings our feet firmly back
down to canvas.

Myself, I like a book that - like a good wrestling bout - develops & unfolds. A book that
makes you want to keep turning that page. No problem at all here. I didn’t particularly
notice much in the way of disjoint to any degree as that previously touched on. For me it
was a more like a Vic Faulkner or Johnny Peter's drop-kick ... but of the rare type that
didn’t register. Those where ... for once ... they missed.
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In other words any rough edges in the continuity department must have sailed completely
over my head. So I just kept reading. Rude not to. Besides I was enjoying myself.But
what of the “holds” used of a more complicated nature?

Well, I felt, more could have been made of the Wrestling match all Britain’s grapple fans
would have wanted to  witness.  That  of  the -  by now -  very well  established Masked
Legend Count Bartelli against a certain newer “Masked Maestro” on the wrestling scene.
The highly tuned but villainous Kendo Nagasaki, accompanied by those “Boos and Jeers
that saw him cover his ears”.

Author Ann missed a trick here, I feel, by not including more background to the growing
“Count & Kendo” grudge storyline - and building the pre-fight tension, the way they do in
Boxing.

Contrast this for instance, to the anticipation - in an almost identical situation - to that of
the  first  McManus  v  Pallo  clash.  With  that  one  -  you  could  feel  -  almost  touch,  an
atmosphere  of  vampiric  expectation  filtering  through the  gathering  mist  of  excitement
enveloping us. Dale Martin of course gave it full sail but the storm had already got into the
rigging and never blew out until the fight. Certainly not at ticket-time.

Paul Lincoln (Dr Death) a master of publicity, also knew how to skilfully set up, grudge
matches or a series of. They were champing at the bit from the Capital - to the South
Coast - and any number of Odeons.

Therefore, there would have been exactly the same level of anticipation once the mighty
Count of Crewe was billed to meet this other, strange, sword wearing, young pretender -
Kendo Nagasaki.

In absolute fairness Ann does include a segment when mention is made of a previous
Bartelli bout. One “The Count” himself spoke of as the most intense atmosphere he had,
up until  then, wrestled in. That being his meeting with the fabulous “Zebra Kid” - in a
former monumental battle of the masked men.

That same power of paragraph used there - was what was needed here - for this very
important  part  of  The Count  Bartelli  story ...  The Count  v  Kendo.  It  would have paid
dividends for the author. For Ann Mackrory is a more than good enough writer - to have
done it.

This automatically begs the question.  Was the reality of  the relationship between the
Kendo  camp  and  the  Bartelli’s  -  being  kept  at  a  certain  distance?  Was  in  fact  the
relationship actually close to home?

The CB v KN bout itself is well described In Ann’s book - but like a good curry – it seemed
to disappear too quickly. The bout was epic in both quality and length. A heavyweight
contest of gargantuan, effort and physical fitness, allied to tough, top quality, wrestling
and an added splash of vintage claret.

My own overview of the Bartelli & Kendo situation is that after Geoff Conda returned to
this country from places of Eastern Promise - clearly a wrestling legend was born.
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That of “Count Bartelli”: A mighty Masked Man - with a difference. Wrestling crowds and
particularly those from Staffs and Lancs - spreading elsewhere - were drawn to Bartelli.
He had that all important magnetism and was an excellent wrestler. He was immensely fit,
strong and tough as teak. But he was hero worshipped by wrestling punters as more of a
“Swashbuckler”  than a “Turnbuckler”.  In  other  words he was no vicious rule  bending
saboteur. For he could dislocate AND fascinate. He thrilled crowds - filled halls.

He wrestled for one score years wearing this mask of a hero ... not the usual villain. This
before being finally undone, by another star of Eastern connection ... Kendo Nagasaki.

Nagasaki is also different. His was never a case of being “no more Mr Nice Guy”. He
most definitely NEVER was, right from the first instance. This was the 8th Samurai warrior
who left the other 7 and joined Fu Manchu’s crowd instead.

But it was not all over for the Count ... not at all. Another wrestler is born. One equally as
good as the no longer “hooded man”. He is though of course, exactly the same person,
and continues the legend for another score of years picking up a Commonwealth belt
along the way and it looked exactly right on him. For The Count’s wrestling skill is not
going to be in any way diminished despite that certain magic of a masked wrestling alter-
ego,  now gone forever.  A persona that  had been chosen for  him by Promoter  Arthur
Wright, all those years before.

TCHTC is a very good book over all but it could have been even better - tidier. It required
for instance a final proof read. For that in itself aids continuity. Ann does though supply an
introductory Author’s note telling of the difficulties of bringing together the various eclectic
strands of Count Bartelli’s life & career and the time taken there-on. I take on board her
meaning entirely,  as it  seems to me the deadly-deadline was suddenly upon her and
things ultimately became rushed towards the finish.

There  was  for  instance  a  potentially  very intriguing  cliff-hanger  ...that  of  the  mystery
author. So this was one such party piece foiled by the lack of that last check-over before
the printers ink kissed the paper. Because, Geoff’s wife Ann, is inadvertently revealed AS
the author, long before her own planned unmasking, so to speak - and before sounding
the bell at the end of the last round.

There is here, though, as the curry simmers, a side dish of stories to digest amongst the
growing and varied menu of wrestling books - that in their various ways - munch over a
remarkable culture.

Yes I know there IS still wrestling out there. But not like this. We’re in different times and
none of us have any control over that. Unless of course you happen to have two certain
letters in front of your name .... (2 letters incidentally that are shared by a certain all-time
great grapple villain mentioned in this piece) .... and you also own a blue Police Box. I
appreciate some might like today’s wrestling scene. But the days & wrestlers we talk of
here were very special. To many of us - they were the real deal.

The book also has a very good introduction by a top Sports Journalist of the day. He was
for a start - or should I say kick-off - very well known for his football writing as well as
having a proud association with the Wrestling herculean known as “Count Bartelli”. The
reporters name? Mike Langley. And no - they don’t make ’em like that anymore either.
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This Grappling Game
Author: Kent Walton
Publisher: Neville Spearman Ltd
Date of Publication: 1967

The publication of Kent Walton's book was the big event of 1967, and at the time we were
certainly not disappointed. Production standards were far higher than previous wrestling
books; it was hardback, had loads of photos and didn't fall  to pieces after being read
twenty times. We wouldn't have wanted or expected Kent to give away any secrets, and
he didn't disappoint on that score. He did, however write a thoroughly enjoyable book
which was the perfect accompaniment for our Saturday afternoon wrestling fix. Fix? Who
said fix? That was definitely not one of our beloved Ken's words, though he did address
the issue and reached the inevitable conclusion. The book gives an insight into the world
of television wrestling, no chance of finding any of those independent stars lurking in
these pages, and provides interesting pen portraits of many television favourites. This
was a book that delighted us all those years ago and continues to delight when we take it
off the bookshelf today.

Graham Bawden:
A fantastic book on professional wrestling by Kent Walton. With many black and white
action  photos.  Discussions  on  the  different  weight  classes,  and  wrestlers  like  Pallo,
McManus, Kellet, Street, Royals etc. If you like wrestling, then this book is for you.
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Through The Shattered Glass
Authors:  Jeanie Clarke with Bradley
Craig
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform 
Date of Publication: 4 May 2016

Jeanie  Clarke  is  a  former  entrepreneur,  model,  and professional  wrestling  valet  from
Southend-on-Sea, England. 

"Through The Shattered Glass" is a  classic rags to riches story of a girl who escaped a
life  of  misery  to  attain  accidental  fame  and  fortune  in  the  United  States.  But  what
happened to the girl when the American dream became a living nightmare? Jeanie Clarke
reveals all in this frank account of her individual rise, fall and retribution, and struggles to
sustain a family with a husband who was driven to become the greatest wrestling star the
world had ever known. For years, she suffered in silence to survive personal tragedy, the
pressures of  fame, and drug addiction: a  self-destructive lifestyle  that  spiralled out of
control.

Jeanie's  book  covers  her  entire  life  story,  from her  tough  early  life,  to  her  breakout
mainstream celebrity as a member of Joint Promotions where she managed the career of
her then-boyfriend Chris Adams. Her autobiography follows her relocation to the United
States, where Jeanie became a mother. It reveals details of her modelling career and the
end of her relationship with Chris, leading to the unique circumstances which led to her
first marriage with Billy Jack Haynes.

Thereafter, Jeanie became a business entrepreneur, before being offered the role of a
manager to an unknown rookie named 'Stunning' Steve Austin. Their friendship bloomed
into a romance, and they were married. However, with fame came the temptations of a
touring performer, which slowly tore apart their family. Everyone knows the story of how
the name 'Stone Cold' came to be, however, this account reveals, for the first time, the
truth behind the Austin 3:16 brand. It analyses the painful torment on both sides as their
marriage dissolved.

The story culminates in her private war with addiction, a problem that claimed the lives of
so many of her friends and colleagues within the wrestling and mainstream entertainment
industries. It is an inspirational battle of which Jeanie still faces the consequences.

She now hopes to share her battle to help others facing the same horror. 
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Thumbs Up
Author: Dazzler Joe Cornelius
Publisher: Star
Date of Publication: 1984

Here is a book that has polarised opinions. We were fans of
Dazzler Joe, but sorry to say we are not fans of his book,
which gave just a bit too much detail of his private affairs.
Others see it differently, "A cracker, brilliant, I really enjoyed
it,"  reader Johnny Kayo told us. Thumbs Up consists of a
series of light hearted, often funny, anecdotes of Joe's life in
the ring and out, many of them about his exploits with the
opposite  sex.  We  admit  to  having  disposed  of  our  copy
many moons ago, and guess John Shelvey is better placed
to give a more balanced view, "I have read the book, which
is  one  you  can  pick  up  and  open  at  any  page  and
commence reading, several more times and have come to

the conclusion that it 'aint alf bad' when you consider that at the time it came out, the
publisher would have not  been convinced that  a  book full  of  wrestling related stories
would sell many copies and would have been more keen on the more salacious side of
Joe's tale." Time to check out the second hand book shops and give Joe a return bout! 

SaxonWolf:
I pretty much agree with the main review on here. The book is written in a "kayfabe" style,
saying that everything in wrestling was above board, which seems old fashioned these
days. Also, as said in the main review, this book has a lot of detail about Joe's "liason's"
with ladies, probably too much detail to be honest!
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Two  Falls,  Two  Submissions  or  a
Knockout
Author:  Judo Al Marquette 
Publisher: Parrs Wood Press
Date of Publication: 2004

A book that has provoked mixed reactions amongst wrestling fans. For our part we loved
it.  This is a book written from the heart by a wrestler who undoubtedly still  loved the
wrestling business and those who were a part of it. 

Al Marquette starts with his own childhood and entry into the profession before widening
the scope of the book to tell the story of his wrestling contemporaries. It is here that the
book reaches new heights because at the time of publication, 2004, no other wrestling
book had given such coverage to wrestlers from the independent ciruit. 

Al Marquette addresses the balance by including all the usual names whilst also telling
tales  of  great  wrestlers  unknown  to  armchair  fans;  Dirty  Dominic  Pye,  Lord  Bertie
Topham, Cowboy Jack Cassidy and the original Undertaker jump out from the pages. On
the downside the book has been criticised for a surprising number of innacuracies and
being overly-protective of the legitimacy of professional wrestling as a combative sport.

Graham Bawden:
A great book. Interesting to read of Alf`s early day days, and how he became hooked on
wrestling from a young age. Mini biograhphies on the different wrestlers from that period
and the venues. One of Alf`s best bouts was against Steve Logan at the Royal Albert Hall
in London, where he beat Logan. Most impressive.
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Walking A Golden Mile
Authors:   William  Regal  and  Neil
Chandler  
Publisher: Pocket Books
Date of Publication: 2005

Steve Regal may have turned professional as the Heritage years came to a close but
there  is  much to  interest  readers  in  this  story of  the trials  and tribulations  of  one of
Britain's greatest wrestling exports. 

The first quarter of the book records Steve's 1980s days working for northern promoters
Bobby Barron and Max Crabtree. There's a lot of good tales to tell, and the boy tells them
well. The remainder of the book recalls the ups and downs of life as one of the top names
on the American circuit, where Steve's personal battles overshadowed any of those in the
ring. Not that this is a story of sadness or a time for pity; there are some bad days but
Steve Regal demonstrates the determination to overcome the biggest battle of his life.
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When You're Ready Boys 
Author:  Len Ironside
Publishers: Authorhouse
Publish date: 2011

This is the story of Len Ironside, from the beginning of his  interest in wrestling, a match
between Joe Cornelius and Roy Bull Davis and the ups and downs of his wrestling career.
The book is primarily about Len, other wrestlers usually only mentioned in relation to their
contests with him. It's enjoyable because it reminds us of names that most have forgotten
(unless they read Heritage of course), from a Scottish perspective that is unknown to
most  of  us.  It's  a  warm,  comfortable  read,  and  there's  nothing  wrong  with  that..
Nevertheless, Len's stance that he won so many of his matches entirely by his own skill
we did find tiresome and felt he could have been a little more generous to his opponents.
There were also a number of inaccuracies (unless Len knows something others don't),
such as the Welsh nationality of Australian promoter Paul Lincoln the publication of the
Mountevans  rules  two  years  later  than  usually  acknowledged,  and  Kendo  Nagasaki
making his professional debut a year before he wrestled Jim Hussey at Willenhall Baths.
 
Lofty Waterman:
I have just obtained and ready the above book by Len Ironside, what a great book and
what a mention of some great wrestling names old and new if you want a read in a quiet
moment then obtain the above book published in 2011.

Many Thanks Mr Ironside I for one enjoyed the book and will go into my british wrestling
books collection.
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Who's The Daddy
Author: Ryan Danes
Publisher: Pitch Publishing
Date of Publication: August, 2013

This was the big one. The life and times of Big Daddy. Let's start with the positives. It's a
good quality book widely available in bookshops around Britain, unsual for a wrestling
book these days. The author Ryan Davies was helped by Shirley's daughter,  Jane, and
so readers can expect some inside information and stories about the big man.

Sadly the book suffers from numerous inaccuracies about the British wrestling scene and
interpretations  of  reality  as  big  as  the  wrestler  himself.  Having  said  that  we  were
pleasantly surprised at just how enjoyable the book was. Our impression is that the author
researched  his  subjest  thoroughly,  talked  to  all  the  right  people  but  had  insufficient
wrestling background knowledge to make the most of his opportunity. Don't let that put
you off. Read it. Enjoy it. Let it provide a touch of nostalgia for those who can remain
oblivious to the shortcomings. 

Ken Sowden:
The book is well worth a read if you are a wrestling fan whether you are a fan of Shirley
Crabtree or not, this book has had an awful lot of input from Jane Crabtree and also the
likes of Banger Walsh, Darren Ward, Russell Plummer, John Lister, Max Crabtree etc etc.
I can assure you that there are many revelations about Crabtree in this book.  The book
charters his life from his childhood to his death and is a warts and all book.   

Mikey 370
Having read the book I thought it wasn’t a bad read overall, despite the flaws in some of
the info. There is a great deal in the book about Shirley’s upbringing, his appearance on
This is your Life and also the failed attempts to make him into a star of childrens tv. The
author does spend a fair bit of time in the chapters informing us of what was going on in
the world at certain times in Daddy's life, and sometimes I think he goes on a bit too much
about that. There is a fair amount on the build up of the feud which he and Haystacks
forged and also a whole chapter on the death of Kojak Kirk. I wish we could have had
some reflections about Daddy from some of his contemporaries, notably Banger Walsh,
but then again the majority of the wrestlers didn't really appreciate the hold the Crabtrees
had on the wrestling. 
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John 
I  have  just  finished  reading  the  Big  Daddy  biography.  There  are  a  few  historical
inaccuracies in it and a bit too much padding, with stories of other unrelated events going
on in the world but overall, I enjoyed it.

There  are  some interesting  sections.  Shirley Crabtree's  youth,  how his  children's  TV
career ended, some background on his This Is Your Life episode and a sad chapter on
the death of Mal Kirk. I found the story of why Tony Walsh sold his story of how wrestling
was fixed to the Sun particularly interesting. When you read this, you can understand why
Walsh  did  it  and  sympathise  with  him.  We  all  remember  the  Big  Daddy  tags  with
embarrassment but I have often thought that if he had retired around 1980, at the age of
50, not long after his win over John Quinn, our memories of him would have been much
fonder.

David Mantell
Bit of a curate's egg really, plenty of interesting grist about Daddy's life away from the
ring.  But riddled with inaccuracies about wrestling history and much of it sounding like the
author lurks on boards such as this. 

Rather annoyed by talk of British Wrestling having "died out".  (NO IT BLOODY HASN'T -
I'VE GOT TICKETS TO SEE IT NEXT MONTH) and the description of the Kendo-Rocco
falling out and subsequent red hot feud as being old hat "done before" which failed to
excite  -  both  of  which  smack  of  bias  towards  the  Crabtrees/Joint  Promotions.   Also
couldn't help notice a picture labelled "Arch Rivals" which was actually of Daddy & Stax
when they were a Tag Team (and from Daddy's facial expression, he was clearly still a
heel.) 

The description of the crucial years of Crabtree's transformation from Battling Guardsman
to Big Daddy and from heel to tweener to blue-eye are dealt with in a messy, often self-
contradictory way, particularly with regard to inaccurate and jumping-about dates.

Plus the author seems to have missed the point of a shooter/hooker/ripper - namely the
fact  that  they were legitimately skilled at  the real  sport  of  which pro wrestling shows
purport to be competitions.  Hence the basis of Assirati's objections to Crabtree claiming
his BWF title.  And perhaps the author could have spoken to Adrian Street about whether
Daddy was scared of Assirati. (see Street's comments in the Simon Garfield book.) And,
as people have observed, the banging-on about events out in the big wide world just
smacks of padding.

Tom H
I enjoyed the book and never found it boring. There have been people who have said
Shirley Crabtree couldn't wrestle I saw him several times in 1961the crowd loved him and
he could wrestle.

On the first page of the photo section there is a photo of Shirley that was taken in1960, no
sign of any fat. Look further  into the photo section and you can see how the weight soon
piled on. The book mentions how in 1960 Crabtree won the vacant British title in a match
with Ed Bright and then went to Belgium and beat Felix Miquet for the European title..
Would  the  promoters  have  handed  these  titles  to  somebody  who  was  no  good  at
wrestling?
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The Who's Who of Wrestling
Authors:  Joe  D'Orazio  and  Pam
Edwards   
Publisher: Stanley Paul
Date of Publication: 1971

With one author being an established referee and "Dale Martin man" and the other the
wife of a Dale Martin director this was always going to be a book that towed the party line.
Younger  fans  at  least  (and  we  were  young  forty  years  ago)  found  The  Who's  Who
enjoyable, but the pen portraits of the two hundred plus wrestlers were superficial to say
the least. Useful for anyone actually wanting to find the favourite food of Leon Fortuna or
lucky number of Linde Caulder! 

The  real  intrigue  of  the  book  was  the  mystery  of  the  inclusions  and  the  exclusions.
Promoter Jack Dale was included, whilst promoter Norman Morrell was not; Emile Wolf
was in there but one of the biggest names of the time, Les Kellett, was absent; Ted Heath
made it but Alan Dennison didn't; and so the trend continued. 

Enjoyable at the time with the stated limitations; worth the £1.50 price tag, today! If not
then!
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Worn Out Bodies
Author: Eddie Rose
Publisher: Temple DPS Ltd 
Publication date: 30 Mar. 2015

Anyone saying nostalgia isn't what it used to be has been disproved once again by former
wrestler Eddie Rose with the publication of his latest book, “Worn Out Bodies.” Set aside
an evening or two,  settle down in your favourite chair and wallow in glorious wrestling
memories. Pour a glass of your favourite tipple if you like. It's not necessary, but we would
never be ones to judge.

For those who enjoyed Eddie's first book, “Send In the Clowns,” opening the pages of this
second volume is like meeting up with an old friend. Has it really been six years since
Eddie took us through the dressing room door for the first time? Where did the time fly?
Five minutes in Eddie's company and you too will feel as though you've never been apart.
Eddie is the old friend in the dressing room who introduces readers to all his old friends,
and we really do feel we get to know them.

As a successful  amateur  wrestler,  professional  of  twenty years,  journalist  and regular
contributor to The Wrestler magazine no one has better credentials than Eddie Rose to
take readers inside the world of professional wrestling.

His  writing  style  is  one  of  warmth,  humour  and  generosity.  Don't  expect  shocking
revelations or old scores settled, these are stories about comradery and the formation of
a lifelong friendships amongst  men with  egos,  a few nutters and some unpredictable
personalities. They were mostly,  though, decent men making a living in a hard world,
enjoying every minute of their celebrity status.

Following a cursory acknowledgement of  the famous names of wrestling Eddie deftly
moves on to what this book is all about; stories of the lesser known names of wrestling,
the grafters who were the backbone of the business and without whom the better known
names would not have become stars.

Billy Graham, for instance, a curmudgeonly Mancunian wrestler who inspired the title of
the book by referring to his colleagues in the dressing room as a collection of worn out
bodies!
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The journey begins in Manchester as Eddie tells us of his exposure to wrestling as he
travelled on the bus to his gran's past the giant posters outside Belle Vue. The names he
saw on the posters were to become the men he admired and later befriended – Jack Pye,
Bob McDonald, Tommy Mann, Jim Hussey and many more. Research from the Belle Vue
archives, first hand experiences, memories and  reference to interviews with those who
worked in the hall are interwoven to set the context of the pages to follow.

Those pages are mostly stories of the wrestlers that Eddie knew, respected, and, in most
cases,  befriended.  The  collection  of  stories  form  a  book  that  could  not  have  been
researched by anyone, however knowledgeable. Only one person could have written it.
Eddie Rose, because he was there, he knew these men.

Eddie reveals what it was like to face many of his opponents,   “Tha  doesn't monkey
climb the ******  champion Rose!”  snarled  Jack Dempsey,  the challenge of  keeping a
straight face  wrestling Adrian Street, the irony of wrestling Count Bartelli wearing a mask.
He tells us of the awkward, stiff wrestlers who made it a hard nights work, the smooth and
silk ones who made it easy to create a good bout, and the odd one who just wanted to
cause pain

Many stories involve names remembered by most wrestling fans, men like Alf Cadman,
Adrian Street, Al Marquette, Eric Taylor, Jack Dempsey, Hans Streiger, Ian Campbell, and
the Royal Brothers. Others less well known but significant figures who contributed to the
success of British wrestling over many years - Grant Foderingham, Jack Cassidy, Gordon
Corbett,  Ian  McGregor,  Lord  Bertie  Topham,  Jack  Atherton  and  Dale  Storm.  Just  as
importantly, the backbone of the business who rarely received the acknowledgement they
were due Gustav Le Brun, Wally Delmar, Terry Downs, Monty Britton, Scott Thomson.

Like any good wrestling match this is a book that tells a story with many twists and turns.
One moment we are smiling, the next we are shaken by the dangers of working in the
ring,  followed  by  a  discovery  of  some  previously  unknown  gem  that  helps  us  to
understand a little bit more about the sport we loved.

It hardly needs saying but this is book we unreservedly recommend.
 
Tony Francis:

Another cracker of a book,Eddie manages to keep you enthralled,with his fantastic talent
for remembering tales and names from the distant past,bringing back great memories for
people like me,especially northern boys.This is a book for everyone,wrestlers past and
present,fans,and any one who likes a good read.
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The Wrestling
Author: Simon Garfield 
Publishers: Faber and Faber 
Date of Publication: 1996

Considered by many to be the flagship of all wrestling books, The Wrestling does have it's
critics, and we can be counted amongst them. On a positive note the book has been
thoroughly enjoyed by thousands of readers over the years, providing an insight into the
wrestling business through the words of many of the biggest names involved. There is
much to commend within the pages but the author seems pre-occupied with creating a
thematic sub plot  at  the expense of Les Kellett  which disjoints and detracts from the
memories of British wrestling. Here we have a talented author who tries far too hard to
write  a  book  that  will  appeal  to  the  general  public,  with  the  result  being  a  rather
depressing account of a business that had gone into terminal decline; we wonder if Simon
Garfield would now be brave enough to read his words to Brian Dixon, Robbie Brookside
or James Mason. Read it and make up your own mind.

Chris Newman: 
Personally I liked Simon Garfield’s book “The Wrestling” very much and have read it more
than once ... always the acid test of a good read - as far as I’m concerned.

I bought it around the time it first hit the book-stores at the back end of the nineties. Like
one of the more athletic wrestler’s themselves - it seemed to spring off the shelves at me.
It “is” also important to begin with a great cover and back cover blurb too. After which the
quality of the really important bit inside - must take it from there. There also has to be a
genuine interest or passion in the subject matter. Myself I like factuality and reality - laced
with humorous anecdotes etc. The last bit will take care of itself - but the first two are no
easy task when writing effectively about the wonderful  “three card trick” -  that is pro-
wrestling from outside of that particular magic circle.

For me Garfield has taken all this in his stride as any good writer would and provided an
intelligent and entertaining volume.

First  things first  though.  That  front  cover.  I  have the edition with  the pensive looking
(either  posed or  otherwise)  profile  of  Kendo Nagasaki  -  in  character  -  purple  tunic  –
shining mauve cloak and the black version of the infamous horizontal striped mask. It’s
very striking. Both colourful and moody all at the same time. This was exactly the right
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choice for the front cover. Better I think than the later one – despite the latter being a
group shot.

Anyway as I stood in Dillons/Waterstone’s all those yonks back and flipping the tome over
-  two  greats  are  mentioned  in  the  synopsis  straight  way.  McManus  and  the
aforementioned  Nagasaki.  Then  it’s  Klondyke  Kate  -  who  I  can  still  visualise  being
chucked head first through a set of double doors at my local Civic Hall by Nicky Monroe
and Julie Starr as the battle moved down outside of the ring ... then up a corridor ... great
stuff.

However,  returning  to  the  books  cover  notes  -  completing  a  quartet  of  wrestlers
mentioned in the intro is the man himself Doctor Death.

That did it ! Even though I was short of money at the time, I still parted with seven quid in
a quest to relive my fondest boy-hood wrestling memory. That of seeing the great man
fight.

Therefore it’s no surprise that Chapter 11 of Garfield’s wrestling chronicles is my favourite
section of the book. It mentions several of the top “masked men” but it’s largely about a
couple of that particular phenomenon’s biggest stars .... Doc Death & Kendo.

Where else at the time of this book’s release were you going to read ANYTHING AT ALL
in “any sort of depth” about two of wrestling’s most famous mystery men?

The chapter I refer to features the on-going grudge battle between Doctor Death (Paul
Lincoln) and The (British) White Angel (Al Hayes) and the episode of a supposed “Angel”
fan loosing off with an air-gun of some description. The pellet aimed no doubt - at the
roundest part of the burly Lincoln’s Leotard.

Things got very hot in the “Edgeware Road, Metropolitan” back in those days apparently.
Particularly for the legendary dark Doctor, it seems.

In answer to one particular forum observation of Garfield’s book.

Okay, it’s a great pity that Les Kellet, one of the all time great performers - and probably
the leading light in the wrestlers that could do humour - wouldn’t grant the author an
interview. No doubt, “tough as teak” Les had his reasons. However I do not whatsoever
blame Simon Garfield for using his various correspondences with Les as a continuing
theme throughout the book. I found this in itself became a fascination. A “hook” if you like.

Garfield is left with a route I’m sure many a writer has sometimes had to journey. That of
rolling with the various blows (or drop kicks) as they come in - turning a negative into a
positive. This he has done to good effect and made it work that way.

I empathise. A few years back I decided on doing a solo book other than contributing to a
compilation volume as previously.  The footy team I was writing about (Southampton -
known of course as “The Saints”) fell from the Premiership just before the book’s release.
Great - just what you need at a time like that. Not! So to close that segment I was able to
at  least  report  on  the  drama and emotion  virtually as  it  happened.  The project  itself
though still  had my originally intended – memories/games/players/anecdotes/interview
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section  etc.  Stuff  from  down  through  the  years.  In  fact,  exactly  the  same  kind  of
sentiments that are to be enjoyed regarding Wrestling Heritage. Only in my case, book
format, rather than web-site.

So the point is:- be it writing about football,  wrestling, bird watching (cor !)  ..  er sorry
ornithology,  boxing,  beer-mats  or  matchbox  tops.  If  faced  with  otherwise  unforeseen
circumstances as you work - you gotta do somethin’. Besides, you’ll still pick up the “true
fan” anyway. So as far as I’m concerned - fair play to Simon and the skilful and surely
honest way, he dealt with his particular obstacle.

Another segment of the book I liked was Mick talking. You know which Mick I’m referring
too. He mentions his rivalry and relationship with the colourful and ubiquitous Jackie Mr
TV Pallo. I was pleased to see McManus quoted, after discussing Jackie “souring a few”
wrestling people as Mick put it  -  with a few home truths -  in his - Pallo’s book - but
finishing by saying that Pallo – “he’s alright”.

For, whatever their relationship was or wasn’t – either way we are talking of two great and
very real professionals.

In fact the mention of those two holy terrors - brings me to another Wrestling book which if
I may - I’ll come back again and talk of later?

Paul Mitchell:
I was disappointed, this was gloomy and disjointed, and some quotes by Pros left me
saddened.  I  refer  to  Garfields  The Wrestling.  The  blurb  said  an  hilarious  account  of
wrestlings hey day.The lasting impression was of cheap shot quotes. I refer to references
to Giant Haystacks and Les Kellett. Yes Les was hard and a complex character but I also
remember humour outside the ring. Les would have his head in a book in the dressing
room but wasn't aloof in a negative way and he was always the pro. Even cynics in the
halls and watching on tv knew Les could trade it with the best. The author missed a trick I
think and if his interview scope was widened he could have found some real gems and
produced a book that would illustrate why this excellent site has so many devotees.

John Shelvey:
I will admit to enjoying the Garfield book, which I read when it first came out, maybe I
should re-visit it.  I'm pretty sure there have been posts here that have indeed mentioned
that Les could be a prickly character. I saw Les many times on t.v. and in the flesh and
while there were times when his determination to be an awkward sod came over as being
part  of  the  entertainment,  I  believe  there  were  times  when  he  appeared  genuinely
truculent towards his opponent.

David Mantell:
Les seemed to be aware of his reputation and reconciled to it when he was interviewed
for TV in the late '90s (interview available on the Best Of ITV Wrestling DVD). To me, a
much more serious issue was Garfield's portrayal of British Wrestling circa 1995 as a
world coming to an end.  Sixteen years later with All Star and Premier both still going
strong, that whole angle seems rather silly.  Brian Dixon has gone on record as noting
how his pessimistic remarks in the final  chapter of  the book about British Wrestling's
future have often come back to haunt him in the years of surviving and even thriving that
have followed.
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Unfortunately, New School promotions play along with that whole angle and tell blatant
lies about Trad Brit Wrestling being defunct so as to make themselves out to be the Great
Comeback of British Wrestling. 

Pier Pavillion:
Primarily, I enjoyed Simon Garfields - "The Wrestling". There are aspects I did not like.
But on the whole found it interesting - and there was not much in the way of publications
book wise back then. I did find it rather bleak and a bit cynical in places. But on the whole
I enjoyed it.
 
Garfields  style  is  very  much  in  the  same  vein  as  Louis  Theroux...we  must  have  all
laughed at Louis steep "learning curve" with his BBC programme on U.S. wrestling.Lol.
 
Speaking from my own style of writing - that of a fan who recognised and respected the
years of hard work and commitment that was literally "sweated" out in a ring every night.
The great British wrestlers were like heroes to me back then as a 14 year old kid watching
them live. I approach it from that perspective. I always will and have been privelidged of
late to have met many of the great workers of the day.

We must always remember that most of us, if not all all of us can sometimes, at work (and
play) be fed up, bored, mischievous or just don't hit it off with a work mate or colleague. In
wrestling, as in all walks of life there are good guys (and gals) and bad guys (and gals)
and a lot of grey between the two. Certainly Garfield used Kellet as a theme throughout
the book which of  course is  par  for  the course in  writing a novel,  script  etc.  and he
probably didn't have to hang his hat on Les. However, had he written  nothing more than
that he had heard that Les could be irascible or tetchy and that Les wouldn't return his
calls  and  that  he,  Garfield,  was  frightened  to  just  drop  in  on  him  because  of  this
reputation, then I still think, there would have been some who would have thought that
Les was being disrespected by someone who would be considered an outsider to those
of us who are life long wrestling fans.
 
Someone once said that we should never meet our heroes in the flesh and I'm sure that
on occasion, that would be good advice!  
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Wrestling,  The  Truth  About  The
Grappling Game
Author: David Marchbanks
Publisher: Corgi Books
Date of Publication: 1966

We can't be too harsh about this book (and wouldn't want to be) because we bought it in
July, 1966 and must have read it twenty times in the years that followed. Which leads us
to  think  that  we  were  just  too  dismissive  of  "The  Padded  Ring"  because  David
Marchbanks'  book  is  remarkably  similar  to  the  one  that  preceded  it  by  four  years.
Marchbanks provides a well detailed 1930s historical context for his documentation of the
post war revival, and unlike Van den Bergh finds space for earlier stars Hackenschmidt,
Assirati and Black Butcher Johnson. Like "The Padded Ring" there are pen portraits of
the stars of the day, but with the added interest of Doctor Death! The detailed account of
the feud between Dr Death and The White Angel was mesmerising fifty plus years ago.
Despite the obvious similarities we would conclude that this is a far better book than "The
Padded Ring," as it gives a fuller outline of wrestling in the 1960s, with chapters devoted
to tag wrestling, women and a glimpse into the future. Almost fifty years after publication
we'd still declare it a winner, and well worth three and sixpence. 

David W:
Like most books, this one, published in the 1960s, is of its time - and optimistic times they
were. If you can remember Beatlemania and George Best’s heyday at Man U, this is the
wrestling tome for you. 

Not that Marchbanks is starry-eyed about the game. If you thought that the Americans
only learned to spin a wrestling yarn in the McMahon era, read how Jan Blears, a lad from
a council estate in Britain, metamorphosed across the Atlantic into “Lord Blears, who is
prevented for tax reasons from bringing his vast personal fortune into the USA.” He could,
however,  bring his valet  – yes,  Blears was doing that  well  before Steven Regal.  The
history and politics of the sport is covered too. We learn of some all-time greats: Assirati,
Hackenschmidt,  Gama  (who  could  probably  have  defeated  Big  Daddy  in  an  eating
contest as well as in the ring) and others. And of the rise of Joint Promotions on the
British scene.  In the final chapter, it’s even suggested that a wrestler, not a boxer, might
be the combat sport exponent to inspire Britain. At the time, it wasn’t a ridiculous idea.
Of course, we know with hindsight that it wasn’t to be. A few years down the line was Big
Daddy,  and his brother Max who got British wrestling in a stranglehold that not even
George Kidd could have escaped from.
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Wrestling's Ring Side Seat
Author: Johnny Kincaid
Publisher: Author House
Date of Publication: 2007  

Here's a man with a story to tell, and he certainly tells it. Johnny Kincaid tells the story of
his childhood, his introduction to wrestling through the fairground booths, and life as a top
international star. The story is one of hardship, but never one of complaint. Clearly Johnny
has had many obstacles in his life, but the book portrays a man with a positive outlook
who gets on with life without excuses or complaints. We have heard criticism of the book's
style, written to portray the outlook and conversation of the man himself, but once readers
have  familiarised  themselves  with  the  erratic  punctuation  the  book  itself  holds  many
delights.
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You Grunt, I'll Groan 
Author: Jackie Mr TV Pallo
Publishers: Queen Anne Press 
Date of Publication: 1986

Whatever the Crabtrees might have you believe wrestlers in the sixties and seventies
came no bigger than Jackie TV Pallo and his nemesis, Mick McManus. Nor could the
shockwaves have been bigger when Pallo wrote "You Grunt, I'll Groan" and declared that
the competitive aspect of  wrestling was all  nonsense.  All  these years later is hard to
imagine the size of the bombshell to the millions of fans who had defended the sport
against the rumour mongers for years and years. A book which polarised opinion we are
very much fans of the book and enjoyed reading about the intrigue and goings on behind
the scenes. Occasionally the bitterness comes through, but this is not often, and often
Jack is self-deprecating about his abilities in the ring. Hard to find these days, this is one
book that's definitely worth searching out.  

Chris Newman:

“YOU GRUNT AND I’LL GROAN” by Jackie Pallo - is my own particular choice for the”
Big 10” in top marks - as the best Wrestling book - I’ve ever read.
 
If for instance I’ve read Simon Garfield’s “The Wrestling” more than once (and I have)
then I’ve probably read “Jackie’s  gem” about 4 or 5 times since it came out. I even lent it
to a bloke at work once - a few years later- who had to shove me into a painful back-
hammer ..(“ask him ref - for that book” ..) to prise .. (albeit temporarily) .. away my copy.
 
He told me how much he also used to enjoy the great days of wrestling. He too was
suitably impressed with the book and thought it was a great read.
 
Yeah alright – together, we discussed the ” lid blowing” and stuff after he passed the book
back to me.  But my one-time work mate was greatly fascinated with all that anyway - and
was why he was so insistent on wanting to read the thing in the first place - after my tip
off. Thereby, learning the secrets of slamming, smashing, drop-kicking , Irish whipping -
the lot.
 
Even today  however, “YGIG” remains a great favourite of the plethora of books (on any
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subject) I’ve read in my time.
 
So what else do I like about it?

Well for me “You Grunt I’ll Groan” .. is like no other wrestling book - and there has been a
few good- uns by now. For I enjoyed, in a different way, the Al Marquette book and also
the book about Count Bartelli - penned by his missus.
 
 “You Grunt” though, actually takes you right back to how “it really was” in both the halls
and also the living room. Well not literally the living room - but on the “Magic Lantern” - as
Pallo refers to the old goggle box.
 
I genuinely felt I was living it all again, as I read.  I all but damn it - instantly recalled the
great names that filled either the  Joint or Dale Martin, billposters - or those of the quality -
yet untelevised “Paul Lincoln” shows .  Also that television advert in song .. “Dont Forget
The TV Times” .. the mag that primed you up - for when - their by now, twice weekly
grapple shows were broadcast - and who might be wrestling on ’em.
 
Reading the book, the heat generated in the halls (in no small way by Pallo himself) is
tangible. You can “almost” witness first hand - every quiver of the ropes  - almost feel -
every ring juddering body-slam.
 
Plus, the screams cheers and boos of the punters young and old, amid the usual “wunnas
and two-ahs” emanating from the Lou Marcos and Tiny Carr’s and all begun by the nasal
tones of the various MC’s . Again it’s almost audible.
 
In fact, for me, the Announcers (MC’s) were a side-show of amusement in themselves.
 
Jackie talks very affectionately about referee Lou Marco (a legend at the time) and the
pranks the wrestlers sometimes played on him. It’s a real shame what happened to Lou at
the end of his “reffing” (or perhaps in Lou's case “effing”) career. For his was apparently a
vocabulary of much descriptive colour.
 
Marco was obviously one of the great characters that made British Pro Wrestling “what it
was” back then.
 
Other sections of the book I like, is of course the “Niggly & Nutty” chapter, where Pallo
talks with total honesty, about his working relationship with McManus - and there is a
wonderful moment in the book - where Pallo “finally” falls into conversation in a Spanish
dressing room with a friendly character.
 
Jackie genuinely doesn’t realise at first, that he was talking to a geezer he’d worked the
halls with dozens of times: None other than an unmasked Kendo Nagasaki.
 
Pallo also gives some evidence of just how hard Les Kellet was and I loved the classic
story rendered by - and featuring Tony Mancelli. The one about the“Totter” with his ‘orse n’
cart.
 
I won’t spoil it for you, for those who haven’t actually read the book (but really you should
you know ... for those who’ve never partaken).
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Pallo  writes  with  typical  “cockney”  humour.  Yeah  I  know he  was  always  billed  as  a
Highbury – “Norf Londoner”(and an Arsenal supporter) but Jackie says he was from the
East End. So was in actuality - “Forever Blowin’ Bubbles”.  But only from that point of
view.
 
Anyway, it’s exactly the same type of humour he used when in the ring or bantering with
the crowd - even the Scots apparently. I suppose if you can work somewhere like “Kelvin
Hall” Glasgow, you can work any bloomin’ where.
 
What wasn’t so funny to Mr TV, was how the wrestling game he had given so much to,
went sour on him, when he decided that he wanted to go into being a Promoter himself.
 
If what Pallo says is true - and personally I have no reason to believe otherwise, it’s a
great shame that he was seen to be enough of a threat - for a few - perhaps - sadly
predictable dirty tricks to come into play. And this at a time when Wrestling was hugely
popular - and there was surely enough room for everyone.
 
I guess that’s probably the main reason why Jackie decided he’d finally had a gutful and
spilled the beans on wrestling’s secrets within the pages of a book so fittingly titled.
 
Personally I was enthralled with this.

Okay we all  knew before hand (well  a  good many of  us anyway)  what  the reality of
wrestling actually was or wasn’t . Maybe a few like me (I was in my early teens at the
time) became disillusioned for a length of time.
 
However, to be “properly  let  in” on how the various skills and tricks of the trade were
actually accomplished - was amazing.
 
I watched for pointers from there on in, ever since - either live or on the television- now
the re-runs.
 
Rather than completely spoil it all - once you got over the initial shock and interest of a full
insight - it became a whole new spectator art in itself. That last point, has been previously
touched on by a member of “Riot Squad”.
 
So I for one, was definitely  grateful for a highly entertaining book.

I love its openness and shooting straight from the lip honesty. 
  
I like it’s warmth and anger too.

On the subject matter of British Wrestling’s hey-days –the book is passionate and real.
The kind of writing nothing will surpass.
 
The author loved his family too - which of course included a wrestling son. I think it’s
therefore a very good thing, that T.V. J.P. got it all off of his chest in his YGIG book -
before he very sadly passed on to that great square circle in the sky. Where - no doubt -
he’s still packing ’em in - those punters. Rest his soul.    
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The Heritage Bookshelf is still growing

Send your book reviews to Wrestling Heritage

April 2017
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